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NEWSLETTER

‘Everything you do should be worthy, of great merit,  character and value.’

Christmas Concert
Wed 20th December

7:30pm

Review by : Julia Pattison

You know that Christmas is 
just round the corner when 
Woldgate’s annual Musical 

hits town. All credit to staff, cast 
and crew for carving out the time to 
continue this tradition despite the 
demands of growing workloads. 

This year’s production was Dirty 
Rotten Scoundrels, set on the French 
Riviera “a delightful, frivolous riot of 

personality competiveness coming 
down to the wire…” where we even-
tually discovered who triumphed in 
the end.

Deftly directed by effervescent Head 
of Drama, Helen Bartlett, with imagi-
native choreography by Lisa McDaid, 
and an excellent live band, directed 
by Adam Schofield, this production 
was vibrant and energetic; no sign 
of any stage nerves, everyone from 
Principals to Chorus seemed to be 

having the time of their lives. 

Toby Russell gave a very confident 
and assured performance as con-art-
ist Lawrence Jameson, tricking 
wealthy women out of their money. 
With the local police chief Andre 
Thibault (played with great aplomb 
by Charlie Cahill) in his pocket, 
all was going well for 
Lawrence until  younger 

ScoundrelS Simply Stunning

Continued on page 5...
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HeadteacHer’s Welcome

‘Everything you do should be worthy,            of great merit, character and value.’

Christmas is rapidly approaching, with only two weeks remaining before the Christmas holiday. In 
those two weeks we’re looking forward to the visit by the Archbishop of York and our traditional 
Christmas Service at All Saints Church in Pocklington. We also have our Year 12 Parents’ Evening and 
our Year 7 Awards Evening. 

This week, our Year 11 pupils visited the Thackray Medical Museum in Leeds as part of their GCSE 
History studies, and Year 5 and 6 pupils, attended our Chocolate Box Challenge. Both events are 
curriculum linked and really do provide an exciting opportunity for pupils to apply their learning 
outside the classroom environment.

One of our key focuses this year will be to ensure the Practise and Prove elements of our lessons will provide our 
pupils and Sixth Form students with the opportunity to apply their learning and knowledge. This will then enable 
them to demonstrate their understanding and to develop their confidence. As we all know, we can often believe 
we understand something, but sometimes our depth of knowledge is only truly tested when we are required 
to use it. Simply put, it is the difference between reading the instruction booklet, and being able to build the 
flat pack bookcase (without having spare screws left). As I’m sure we all know, the instructions and process may 
appear very straightforward, but the application of knowledge can be very challenging.

In many vocations, we often celebrate the accumulation of knowledge, but if you want to be a doctor, engineer 
or a teacher then, as in many other careers, the ability to be able to apply your understanding to often changing 
circumstances is the true craft. A craft that is often born of knowledge, practise and experience.

Application of knowledge is also, for pupils, one of the most exciting parts of learning. Proving you understand 
something can transform learning from simply taking notes, to needing to be engaged in an activity; as working 
with others to discuss and problem solve can help deepen understanding. The traditional days of ‘chalk and talk’ 
have developed into lessons that do still include the traditional delivery but also provide greater challenge. As a 
career in something other than pure academia, anything beyond purely understanding the theoretical will always 
require application.

As a teacher, the Prove element, as well as being fun, can also provide that opportunity to ensure that pupils 
are grasping the concepts they are being taught. Tests, the traditional method of assessment used in schools, 
remain essential to monitoring progress but, as we all know, some people are good at being able to purely recite 
knowledge but that doesn’t necessarily mean, in a real-life context, they understand what they have learnt. This is 
where the application in lessons and the ability to prove your understanding can provide valuable information for 
the classroom teacher.

A well-planned lesson should, therefore, take a pupil on a journey, as they learn new concepts and knowledge and 
with the aid of clear objectives, work to prove their understanding and at the same time, enjoy the experience of 
learning as they engage with their new knowledge.

Do have a good weekend.

Mr J Britton
HeadteacHer
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‘Everything you do should be worthy,            of great merit, character and value.’

noticeboard

Key dateS
 2017

autumn term

6th September - 27th october

6th novermber - 21St december

2018

Spring term 
8th January - 9th February

19th February - 23rd march

Summer term

10th april - 25th may

4th June - 20th July

parentS’ eveningS

year 7 - 10th January 2018
year 8 - 19th april 2018

year 9 - 20th February 2018
year 10 - 20th march 2018
year 11 - 5th February 2018

year 12 - 13th december 2017

training dayS

22nd december 2017
9th april 2018
23rd July 2018

Follow @Woldgate

Find us on Facebook Badge CMYK / .ai

https://twitter.com/woldgate/

https://www.facebook.com/WoldgateSchool/

Social media

Literacy SpotLight anSwerS:
1. FaLLing temperature

2. two under par

3. Fat chance

4. Broken heart

5. hot under the coLLar

6. head in the Sand

From Dirty 
Rotten 
Scoundrels
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It was with great pleasure and pride that I watched the performance of ‘Dirty Rotten 
Scoundrels’ last week. The production was exceptional, with every member of the 
cast from principles to chorus members, giving their all and having a wonderful 

time in the process. I firmly believe that these are the experiences students look 
back on and remember fondly from their time in school, long after they have left us 
and moved onto bigger and better things. Last week, we wanted to honour those 
Year 13 students who will be leaving us at the end of this academic year, and whom 
have made an outstanding contribution to the Performing Arts during their time at 
Woldgate.

Nicola, one of our most talented musicians, who has performed in the band for the musical for a 
number of years. She has also played with our orchestra, chamber orchestra and woodwind group, 
whilst managing to be involved in a range of music ensembles outside school as well. Her commit-
ment to music, whilst balancing her A levels, has been very impressive and we are very grateful to 
her for sharing her talents with the wider community of the school and beyond.

Elizabeth has performed either on-stage or in the band for the musical every year since she joined 
Woldgate in Year 7. She is also one of the first people to offer help and will take on any extra job 
with a smile on her face. She really has embodied the school ethos in her approach, taking younger 
pupils under her wing and working incredibly hard on-stage and off.

For students who have been involved in the musical throughout their time in school, it is a real 
pleasure to see them grow as performers and individuals. We remember them as timid Year 7s 
turning up for their first musical rehearsal not quite knowing what to expect, and it is a privilege to 
see them blossom as they move through the years. One such performer is Hattie, who has made an 
impact in every show she has performed in, whether as a dancer in the chorus, Muriel in this year’s 
‘Dirty Rotten Scoundrels’, or, as she will ever be remembered by me, Aunt Ella in ‘Oklahoma!’. 

Congratulations to all of the students involved in this year’s show, it was absolutely fantastic!

Mrs K Lawson
Head of sixtH forM
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A reminder that the deadline for students to submit their 
UCAS application and personal statement to their form 

tutor is Monday 11th December.
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rival con man 
Freddy Benson (Harris Bowman, 
who commanded the space with his 
stage presence) arrived and threat-
ened to queer the debonair English 
con man’s pitch.  

The on stage chemistry between the 
deceiving pair was positively fizzing, 
with many comedic moments, not 
least when Freddy pretended to 
be paralysed in an effort to win a 
bet over the affections of Christine 
Colgate (Megan Waite), and ended 
up desperately trying to conceal 
his suffering as he was tortured by 
Lawrence masquerading as a doctor. 

Hattie Rothwell-Inch lit up the stage 
as Muriel, a lovelorn English heiress, 
and demonstrated a beautiful sing-
ing voice as well as measured comic 
timing. Abi Rennison’s feisty rendi-
tion of Oklahoma was a show-stop-
ping number (yee ha Ma’am, that 
was a mighty fine performance!) 
and Megan Waite demonstrated her 
versatility as a singer and actress 
with her portrayal of endearingly 
innocent American Christine, who 
wasn’t as naïve as she appeared.

With lots of laughs, twists and turns, 
this was a highly entertaining show. 
Bravo!

...from front page.
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Jodrell Bank Visit

SU B J EC T:  PH YS I C S

report By eLizaBeth BanniSter, year 
13 phySicS amBaSSador

On the 17th of November A 
level physics students went 
on a trip to the Jodrell Bank 

observatory located on the outskirts 
of Manchester. During the day we 
completed two workshops and 
had a tour around the facilities and 
radio Telescopes, learning about 
the history of radio Telescopes and 
the work being carried out at the 
observatory. 

We started our day with a small tour 
around the planet pavilion exhibi-
tion where we completed a  research 
task about some of the objects visi-
ble in our solar system and beyond, 
such as galaxies, nebula and types of 
neutron stars. In the planet pavilion 

there was also an Orrery 
– a mechanical model of 
the solar system which 

illustrates the 

relative position of the planets and 
moons which we were able to spin 
to give us a clear picture of how our 
solar system works and how each of 
the planets rotates.  

After having a look around and 
completing a few small tasks in the 
planet pavilion we did a workshop 
in the inflatable stellarium. A stel-
larium is a three dimensional map 
of the night sky which was then 
projected onto the walls and ceiling 
of the dome we were sat in. This was 
an amazing experience as we were 
guided around the night sky by our 
speaker who told us about many 
different aspects of the sky and how 
to find them. Specifically, he taught 
us how to pick out major stars in the 
night sky by using constellations. We 
were also able to get a very close look 
into some of the furthest and most 
intense objects in the solar system 
such as neutron stars, supernova, 
nebula, pulsars and quasars. As well 

as looking for objects in the night 
sky we were also shown interesting 
points such as the Hubble Deep Field 
and the Hubble Ultra Deep Field. The 
workshop was an amazing experi-
ence and everyone who went on the 
trip found it incredibly interesting to 
be pointed out these objects in a sky 
we see every night but never knew 
existed. 

After our workshop we then were 
able to have a look at the museum 
in the space pavilion which was a 
large museum more focused on the 
broader aspect of astrophysics such 
as the origins of the universe, the way 
light and sound can give us a detailed 
description of the universe and how 
we are able to detect objects in the 
furthest corners of the universe. It 
was here we also started to learn a 
little more about the observatory 
itself. The Jodrell Bank observatory 
is made up of three major radio Tele-
scopes and some other smaller ones, 
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Jodrell Bank Visit

the largest and most iconic of which 
is the Lovell Telescope. The Lovell 
Telescope, which was finished in 
1957, was the world’s largest steer-
able radio Telescope. To this day it is 
the world’s third largest radio Tele-
scope with a diameter of 76 metres, 
it  is also known as 250ft Telescope 
and is a Grade 1 listed building. 
Since its completion the Lovell Tele-
scope has been at the forefront of 
scientific research and is one of the 
most important Telescopes in the 
discovery and research into pulsars. 
Pulsars are one of the most interest-
ing and exciting areas of physics at 
the moment and the technology to 
discover and monitor them at Jodrell 
Bank is one of the best in the world. 
Pulsars are highly magnetized, 
rotating neutron stars that emit 
beams of electromagnetic radiation 
from their poles as they rotate. This 
emission comes as a wide variety of 
electromagnetic radiation includ-
ing radio waves. The Telescopes at 
the Jodrell Bank observatory picks 
up these radio waves and is able to 

position these pulsars into their 
appropriate position, creating a map 
of the universe using pulsars and 
radio waves. The Jodrell Bank obser-
vatory is one of the leading research 
centres for pulsars and is was the 
centre of the discovery of many of 
them. 

With pulsars taking up around 50% 
of the research done at Jodrell 
bank, we then completed a work-
shop about pulsars were we were 
able to learn about them in further 
detail and were able to actually 
calculate the speed of rotation of 
one of these pulsars using real data 
collected by the Lovell Telescope. 
This was an amazing experience 
and allowed us to actually look 
through real scientific data and 
pick out which peaks in the data 
was actually a pulsar and which was 
cosmic radiation or radiation from 
another source. It was interesting 
to compare the speed of rotation of 
these objects with some man-made 
objects. The Dyson vacuum cleaner 

is the fastest rotating man-made 
object which rotates at around 2000 
times per second. The pulsar that 
we calculated rotated at round 250 
times per second. In comparison this 
seems slow but considering that the 
pulsar is around the size of a city like 
Manchester, and one tea spoon of 
the pulsar would weigh as much as 
Mount Everest, the pulsars speed 
of rotation was quite incredible! The 
workshop was a really challenging 
but enjoyable experience which 
allowed us to gain a real knowledge 
of the research done at the Jodrell 
Bank observatory and a much better 
understanding of some of the most 
exciting objects in the solar system. 

The trip to the Jodrell Bank obser-
vatory is one of the most interesting 
trips I have been on and definitely 
gave all the physics students an 
insight into what it would be like to 
work in a large research facility like 
Jodrell Bank. 
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L I T E R A C Y

O N :  D I N G B A T S

A dingbat is a saying/phrase that is made up of a display of words, in an interesting way. The 
object is to try to figure out the well-known saying, person, place, or thing that each bamboo-
zable is meant to represent.
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Woldgate School and Sixth Form College, an Academy, is part of the Wolds Learning Partnership, a charitable company limited by guarantee,  
registered in England and Wales with Company Number: 10518602. Registered Office: 92 Kilnwick Road Pocklington, York YO42 2LL.

cHriStmaS 
concert

WedneSday 20tH december | 7:30pm

all SaintS’ cHurcH, pocKlington

£3/£2 adultS/conceSSionS. on tHe door.


